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Each Organics cork tile 
has a distinctive shape, 
expressing elegant, 
emotive and playful 
designs. The tiles, being 
a Class D acoustic 
absorber, effectively 
remove unwanted noise 
in a space, and the 
irregular pattern these 
tiles create will break 
up sound waves, further 
enhancing acoustic 
comfort.
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Organics bring 
dimension, depth and 
distinctive visual appeal 
to interior surfaces. 
Manufactured in 
sustainably harvested, 
rapidly renewable, 
recycled cork, a 
premium sustainable 
material for exceptional 
interior design, the 
material features high 
quality granulated cork 
in a selection of ten 
fashion-forward vibrant 
colors and five styles.

The raw material itself 
is a combination of 
special pigments 
and resins within 
the granulated cork, 
resulting in a natural, 
spontaneous and 
impulsive product. 
The option of “mass 
pigmentation” rather 
than “painting” ensures 
the cork tile is coloured 
all the way through, not 
just on the surface.
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06_Beehive

The shape results from 
the union of different 
geometrical planes that 
grow in an organic way.

The pattern appears to 
move, yet it is balanced, 
giving dynamism, 
energy and emotion to 
the environment.

Material
Massive cork piece
agglomerated with special
resins, molded in shape
with mass pigmentation.

Weight (box)
3.010 kg / 6.64 lbs.bs.

Noise reduction
(NRC): 0.3

Thermal resistence
(m². C/W): 0.47

Thermal conductivity
(W/m.C): 0.0488

Packed
16 units, area 0.72 m².

Size
W 180 x H 250 x D 22mm

Custom
Other colors arranged
with the customer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOUR OPTIONS

w 180 mm

h 
25

0 
m

m

d 22 m
m

01 ivory 03 yellow 05 olive02 emerald 04 turquoise

06 red 08 aubergine 10 natural07 bordeaux 09 black

11taupe 13 blue 14 copper12 grey



07_Mini Chock

Designed for intimate 
spaces, Mini Chock is 
composed of squares 
of four smaller squares 
meeting at different 
angles.

The repeated shape 
creates a captivating 
mosaic pattern.

The pattern is simple 
but contributes to an 
emotive, dynamic and 
playful environment.

Material
Massive cork piece
agglomerated with special
resins, molded in shape
with mass pigmentation.

Weight (box)
3.330 kg / 7.34 lbs.

Noise reduction
(NRC): 0.3

Thermal resistence
(m². C/W): 0.47

Thermal conductivity
(W/m.C): 0.0488

Packed
16 units, area 1 m².

Size
W 250 x H 250 x D 24mm

Custom
Other colors arranged
with the customer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOUR OPTIONS

w 250 mm

h 
25

0 
m

m

d 2.4 m
m

01 ivory 03 yellow 05 olive02 emerald 04 turquoise

06 red 08 aubergine 10 natural07 bordeaux 09 black

11 taupe 13 blue 14 copper12 grey



08_Senses

A smoothly curved 
hourglass shape is 
organised and repeated 
in horizontal and vertical 
orientation, creating an 
organic pattern.

The shape is inspired by 
the undulations of the 
nature, and its volume 
gives dimensions to 
smooth wall. Senses can 
cover walls partially or 
entirely, allowing
flexibility and 
individuality.

Material
Massive cork piece
agglomerated with special
resins, molded in shape
with mass pigmentation.

Weight (box)
3.330 kg / 7.34 lbs.

Noise reduction
(NRC): 0.3

Thermal resistence
(m². C/W): 0.47

Thermal conductivity
(W/m.C): 0.0488

Packed
10 units, area 0.29m².

Size
W 250 x H 160 x D 45 mm’

Custom
Other colors arranged
with the customer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOUR OPTIONS

w 250 mm

h 
16

0 
m

m

d 45 m
m

01 ivory 03 yellow 05 olive02 emerald 04 turquoise

06 red 08 aubergine 10 natural07 bordeaux 09 black

11 taupe 13 blue 14 copper12 grey



09_Peak

Each is a square made 
up of four asymmetrical 
triangles that converge 
at a peak.

The repeated pattern 
suggests the idea of 
mountains and creates 
a reflection of the 
surrounding light. 

Turning to nature for 
inspiration, Peak creates 
different moods based 
on the mixing and 
matching of colors.

Material
Massive cork piece
agglomerated with special
resins, molded in shape
with mass pigmentation.

Weight (box)
3.045 kg / 6.71 lbs.

Noise reduction
(NRC): 0.3

Thermal resistence
(m². C/W): 0.47

Thermal conductivity
(W/m.C): 0.0488

Packed
16 units, area 1 m².

Size
W 250 x H 250 x D 25mm

Custom
Other colors arranged
with the customer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOUR OPTIONS

w 250 mm

h 
25

0 
m

m

d 25 m
m

01 ivory 03 yellow 05 olive02 emerald 04 turquoise

06 red 08 aubergine 10 natural07 bordeaux 09 black

11 taupe 13 blue 14 copper12 grey



10_Chock

Designed for high visual
impact in larger areas
and spacious rooms.

Four diagonal lines 
emerge from the center 
of each square, like four 
windows that open in 
different directions.

Thanks to the simple 
geometry of the four 
pieces that compose 
Chock, each piece 
retains its identity while 
blending into the overall 
design.

Material
Massive cork piece
agglomerated with special
resins, molded in shape
with mass pigmentation.

Weight (box)
3.330 kg / 7.34 lbs.

Noise reduction
(NRC): 0.3

Thermal resistence
(m². C/W): 0.47

Thermal conductivity
(W/m.C): 0.0488

Packed
16 units, area 1 m².

Size
W 250 x H 250 x D 24 mm

Custom
Other colors arranged
with the customer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOUR OPTIONS

w 250 mm

h 
25

0 
m

m

d 24 m
m

01 ivory 03 yellow 05 olive02 emerald 04 turquoise

06 red 08 aubergine 10 natural07 bordeaux 09 black

11 taupe 13 blue 14 copper12 grey



11_Hexagon

The hexagon is a shape 
found in nature - as is 
the base material for 
our Organics tiles - 
and is associated with 
communication, balance 
and union.

Creating additional 
internal
shapes at varied depths 
on the face of Hexagon 
tiles makes the design 
even more unique.

Material
Massive cork piece
agglomerated with special
resins and additives, molded 
in shape with mass colour 
pigmentation.

Weight (box)
2.5 kg / 5.51 lbs.bs.

Noise reduction
(NRC): 0.3

Thermal resistence
(m². C/W): 0.47

Thermal conductivity
(W/m.C): 0.0468

Packed
22 units, area 0.688 m².

Size
W 220 x H 190 x D 30 mm

Custom
Other colors arranged
with the customer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOUR OPTIONS

w 220mm 

h 
19

0 
m

m

d 30 m
m

01 ivory 03 yellow 05 olive02 emerald 04 turquoise

06 red 08 aubergine 10 natural07 bordeaux 09 black

11 taupe 13 blue 14 copper12 grey



12_Drop

Despite their curved 
lines, Drop tiles 
tessellate just as well 
as our other Oriagnics 
designs and can be 
combined to create 
a truly unique visual 
effect.

The design is repeated 
on the front of each 
tile, to add another 
dimension to these 
distinctive cork pieces.

Material
Massive cork piece
agglomerated with special
resins and additives, molded 
in shape with mass
colour pigmentation.

Weight (box)
3.03 kg / 6.68 lbs.bs.

Noise reduction
(NRC): 0.3

Thermal resistence
(m². C/W): 0.47

Thermal conductivity
(W/m.C): 0.0468

Packed
15 units, area 0.337 m².

Size
W 230 x H 150 x D 42 mm

Custom
Other colors arranged
with the customer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOUR OPTIONS

w 230 mm

h 
15

0 
m

m

d 42 m
m

01 ivory 03 yellow 05 olive02 emerald 04 turquoise

06 red 08 aubergine 10 natural07 bordeaux 09 black

11 taupe 13 blue 14 copper12 grey



13_Strips

As the name suggests, 
this model of tile feature 
elegant horizontal 
strips. The composition 
consists of a high 
quality cork core with a 
selection of highly dense 
cork granules, resulting 
in a continuous, linear 
design.

Material
Massive cork piece
agglomerated with special
resins and additives, molded 
in shape with mass colour 
pigmentation. 

Weight (box)
6.10 kg / 13.45 lbs.bs.

Noise reduction
(NRC): 0.3

Thermal resistence
(m². C/W): 0.47

Thermal conductivity
(W/m.C): 0.0468

Packed
10 units, area 2691 m²

Size
W 690 x H 390 x7 mm

Custom
Other colors arranged
with the customer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOUR OPTIONS

w 690 mm

h 
39

0 
m

m

7 m
m 

01 ivory 03 yellow 05 olive02 emerald 04 turquoise

06 red 08 aubergine 10 natural07 bordeaux 09 black

11 taupe 13 blue 14 copper12 grey



14_Wave

Cork Strips Wave is a 
piece that conveys the 
lightness and beauty of 
curves while expressing 
a strong feeling of 
comfort, combined with 
an irreverent design. 
Building a pattern with 
the Cork Strips Wave 
will transform any wall 
into a masterpiece, 
giving it depth and 
magnificent light 
effects. The combination 
of colors allows for 
numerous possibilities 
of decoration.

Material
Massive cork pieces 
agglomerated with special resins 
and additives, molded in shape 
with mass color pigmentation.

Weight (box)

Noise reduction
0,3 (EN ISO 11654)

Thermal resistence
(M2C/W) 0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

Thermal conductivity
(W/M.C) 0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

Packed

Size
503 x 502 x 7 mm

Custom
Other colors arranged
with the customer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOUR OPTIONS

503 mm

50
2 

m
m

7mm

01 ivory 03 yellow 05 olive02 emerald 04 turquoise

06 red 08 aubergine 10 natural07 bordeaux 09 black

11 taupe 13 blue 14 copper12 grey



15_Step

Cork Strips Step is a 
passionate piece, full 
of three-dimensionality 
and volume. This takes 
us back to the ’Cubism’ 
art movement, which 
treated the forms 
of nature through 
geometric figures. 
This piece will be the 
highlight of any room, 
with its strong character 
and appearance, 
further enhanced by the 
combination of colors 
and position in which it 
will be placed.

Material
Massive cork pieces 
agglomerated with special resins 
and additives, molded in shape 
with mass color pigmentation.

Weight (box)

Noise reduction
0,3 (EN ISO 11654)

Thermal resistence
(M2C/W) 0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

Thermal conductivity
(W/M.C) 0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

Packed

Size
703 x 483 x 12 mm

Custom
Other colors arranged
with the customer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOUR OPTIONS

703 mm

48
3 

m
m

12 m
m

01 ivory 03 yellow 05 olive02 emerald 04 turquoise

06 red 08 aubergine 10 natural07 bordeaux 09 black

11 taupe 13 blue 14 copper12 grey



16_Zigzag

Cork Strips Zig Zag is 
formed by a sequence 
of lines that lead to the 
triangular geometric 
shape. This composition 
gives this piece a bold 
and unique design 
by forming small 
boomerangs that, 
all together, create 
a fantastic three-
dimensional effect. 
Cork Strips Zig Zag 
allows combinations 
to be made in different 
orientations and in 
different colors, which 
create unique and 
refined interiors.

Material
Massive cork pieces 
agglomerated with special resins 
and additives, molded in shape 
with mass color pigmentation.

Weight (box)

Noise reduction
0,3 (EN ISO 11654)

Thermal resistence
(M2C/W) 0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

Thermal conductivity
(W/M.C) 0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

Packed

Size
698 x 395 x 7 mm

Custom
Other colors arranged
with the customer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOUR OPTIONS

698 mm

39
5 

m
m

7 m
m

01 ivory 03 yellow 05 olive02 emerald 04 turquoise

06 red 08 aubergine 10 natural07 bordeaux 09 black

11 taupe 13 blue 14 copper12 grey



17_Geometric

Cork Strips Geometric 
is formed by a set of 
geometric shapes 
that, all together, 
create magnificent 
visual effects. With 
just one piece it is 
possible to visualize 
hexagons, rhombuses, 
parallelograms and even 
triangles. Creating a 
wall with several pieces, 
the pattern becomes 
continuous and provides 
a 3D visual effect. Cork 
Strips Geometric allows 
you to create refined 
interiors that are, at the 
same time, very modern.

Material
Massive cork pieces 
agglomerated with special resins 
and additives, molded in shape 
with mass color pigmentation.

Weight (box)

Noise reduction
0,3 (EN ISO 11654)

Thermal resistence
(M2C/W) 0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

Thermal conductivity
(W/M.C) 0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

Packed

Size
630 x 396 x 7 mm

Custom
Other colors arranged
with the customer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOUR OPTIONS

630 mm

39
6 

m
m

7 m
m

01 ivory 03 yellow 05 olive02 emerald 04 turquoise

06 red 08 aubergine 10 natural07 bordeaux 09 black

11 taupe 13 blue 14 copper12 grey



18_Undertone

Besides having a high 
aesthetic impact, 
the Undertone was 
specifically developed 
as an acoustic panel. Its 
design was technically 
prepared to dissipate 
sound waves, through 
the rounded shapes 
and numerous holes. 
Although Undertone’s 
main aim is to insulate 
sound, its design is 
contemporary and 
appealing and displays 
beautiful light and 
shadow effects. 

Material
Massive cork pieces 
agglomerated with special resins 
and additives, molded in shape 
with mass color pigmentation.

Weight (box)

Noise reduction
class A (French Norm EN ISO/IEC 
17025)

Thermal resistence
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

Thermal conductivity
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

Packed

Size
491 x 491 x 30 mm

Custom
Other colors arranged
with the customer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOUR OPTIONS

491mm

49
1 

m
m

30 m
m

01 ivory 03 yellow 05 olive02 emerald 04 turquoise

06 red 08 aubergine 10 natural07 bordeaux 09 black

11 taupe 13 blue 14 copper12 grey



19_Buzzer

Besides having a high 
aesthetic impact, 
the Buzzer was 
specifically developed 
as an acoustic panel. Its 
design was technically 
prepared to dissipate 
sound waves, through 
the squared shapes in a 
pyramid form. Although 
Buzzer’s main purpose 
is to insulate sound, its 
design is contemporary 
and appealing, 
displaying beautiful light 
and shadow effects.

Material
 Massive cork pieces 
agglomerated with special resins 
and additives, molded in shape 
with mass color pigmentation.

Weight (box)

Noise reduction
class A (French Norm EN ISO/IEC 
17025)

Thermal resistence
0,47 (EN 12667-2001)

Thermal conductivity
0,0468 (EN 12667-2001)

Packed

Size
502 x 502 x 30 mm

Custom
Other colors arranged
with the customer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COLOUR OPTIONS

502 mm

50
2 

m
m

30 m
m

01 ivory 03 yellow 05 olive02 emerald 04 turquoise

06 red 08 aubergine 10 natural07 bordeaux 09 black

11 taupe 143blue 14 copper12 grey



20_Sustainability 
Info

If you have any further 
questions surrounding 
sustainability regarding 
our Organics range, 
please get in touch.

Why Cork?

» Cork Oak Trees are the main component of the bio-
diversity within the regional forests’ eco-systems.

» The workers engage in a masterful, manual harvesting 
proves (no machinery) to ensure the tree is unharmed.

» The Cork Trees continue to grow, throughout all the years 
of being harvester with a lifespan of 250-300 years.

» Cork is a rapidly renewable material which takes only 9 
years to regenerate.

» Trees retain carbon dioxide and prevent erosion / 
desertification (x5 more CO2 when stripped).

» Cork is 100% natural, recyclable and biodegradable.

Materials & Manufacturing

» 90+% of the materials that makeup the product are 
rapidly renewable, and none are non-renewable.

» The products do not contain any rare earths, rhodium, 
platinum or manganese.

» The products do not contain any materials on the 
manufacturing restricted substance list.

Consumption & Waste

» The manufacturing energy is supplied from more than 
50% renewable energy, through the national source;

 - 27% wind
 - 17% hydroelectric
 - 6% biomass
 - 3% photovoltaic

» Only 240g of waste is produced per sqm of product.

» This zero-waste process means nothing is sent to landfill.

» 100% of the products can be recycled as material for new 
products.

» The lifespan of the product is at least 25 years.



21_Fire Test  
Rating Test Report 
- EN 13823

For more technical 
information regarding 
Organics, please 
contact us.

Product

Organics

Sample number 1

Thickness [mm] 0

0

Heat Release

FIGRA_0.2 [W/s] 22,57

FIGRA_0.4 [W/s] 22,57

FIGRA [W/s] 22,57 B
B

THR600s [MJ] 1,49 B

Smoke Production

1,80 
S1

27,86

Estimated Class: B-S1,d0

 

Standard used EN 13823:2010 
+ A1:2014

Date of test 26-04-2016

Full test duration/performed Yes 

Smoke correction performed No

 

OMC143A16

Test Conditions

Conditioning respected No

Mounting by 0

Substrate 0

Fixing 0

Orientation 0

Joints

Trolley

Recorded events

No

Falling of specimen parts No

Droplets <10s No
d0

Droplets >10s No

Smokes not entering hood No

 
board fails No

Conditions justify early  
stop of test No

Tendency distortion/collapse No

Excessive RHR No

Excessive temperature No

0,938728794

Probe constant krho 1,08

Duct diameter [m] 0,315

O2 calibration delay time [s] 18

CO2 calibration delay time [s] 15

Laboratory

ITeCons

Operator Joana Faria 

Filename OMC143A16_1.xls

Pre-test conditions

Barometric pressure (Pa) 100620

Relative humidity (%) 57,9

Ambient temperature (°C) 20

Visual observations

LFSedge 

 
No

FDP (f =< 10s) No

FDP (f > 10s)

 
No

End of test conditions

Light transmission (%) 98,3

X O2 (%) 20,84

X CO2 (%) 0,120
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22_Contact

Details 

T: +44 (0) 113 270 1239
F: +44 (0) 113 239 1672
E: info@creatif.org.uk 

Head Office 

Unit 2 National Road 
Business Park, 
National Road,  
Leeds LS10 1TE

London Showroom 

79 Clerkenwell Road, 
London,  
EC1R 5AR

Visit our website to find out more...

www.creatif.org.uk


